
KITCHENS
CATALOG



EPIQAEPIQA

Epic is the telling of eternal stories in endless rows of letters, and our cedar wood pattern does resemble 

the text of a book we enjoy reading. In addition, the successful imitation of antiquated wood creates

a very elegant impression.

IQ THINKS: 
An elegant kitchen with an elegant price tag!



COLORIQACOLORIQA

A colourful play of warm tones of cherry wood in a captivating patternevoking a view of a pleasant 

landscape with many horizons. This feeling-friendly kitchen will never grow ordinary.

IQ COMMENTS: 
A pleasant and friendly kitchen. The price is pleasant and friendly too!



NORDIQNORDIQ

Nordic restraint and sense of low-key beauty have come together in this kitchen. Day by day, it will keep 

you amazed at the kind of positive atmosphere that a modern kitchen can create.

IQ ASSUMES: 
A kitchen with a positive charge, aff ordable for literally anyone thanks to its positive price! 



VIQINGVIQING

A Viking is a mysterious hero who attracts most women and inspires most men. What is also 

mysterious, daring and attractive is the wood pattern of this kitchen, whose aesthetic impression we 

have accentuated by the raised relief of the doors. 

IQ REMINDS: 
Vikings would set sail across the ocean for a price like this!



PIQTORY
MAJESTIQPIQTORY / MAJESTIQ

Pictorialism is an art style perceiving natural scenery as a painting. In this combination of two kitchens, 

the models PIQTORY and MAJESTIQ, the lava-inspired design meets the majestic pattern of Navarra 

pine, creating an energy-charged image in every interior.

IQ POINTS OUT: 
A striking and modern look at a strikingly low price!



ETNIQETNIQ

Ethnic music starts chiming in our ears at the sight of this exotic pattern of wood tinted like mature 

tobacco leaves. The harmonious design as well as the quality of material and performance will bring

a sense of tranquility and relaxation into every apartment.

IQ ADDS: 
At this price, the exotic is neither distant nor unaff ordable! 



VIQTORYVIQTORY

In Latin, victor means a winner and this noble oak decor has the potential to win in every interior. 

That’s because it can communicate with the environment and be both timelessly traditional and 

impressively modern. 

IQ ADVISES: 
There’s no other way of putting it – this is truly aff ordable luxury!



IQONY
MUSIQIQONY / MUSIQ

Here we combine two independent kitchen models – a white, timeless icon of purity meets the most 

fashionable tone of purple making us feel as though we’re hearing beautiful music. Cooking in this kitchen 

turns into a concert for a keen audience. 

IQ EMPHASIZES: 
Timeless beauty should be for everyone; therefore, the price of this kitchen is for everyone, too.



MYSTIQMYSTIQ

The mystical expression of the exotic wenge wood provides a pleasant breath of the extraordinary in each  

living space. We have accentuated the unique experience of this luxurious design by using state-of-the-art 

type of surface with raised relief.

IQ EMPHASIZES: 
An extraordinary kitchen at an extraordinarily low price!



ROMANTIQAROMANTIQA

Romanticism makes life richer, adding exciting charm to it. In our sensitive concept using a vanilla tone with

a cleanly executed milled line, it‘s romanticism of a decorative and very cosy kind.

IQ NOTICES: 
The vanilla kitchen has always been one of the most popular. At this price, it will become a true 
household favourite!



PICNIQPICNIQ

A picnic with friends at a table under a pear treeor in this kitchen with a pear wood design is always

a beautiful memory. The fresh homely style of this kitchen is accentuated by the gentle millwork.

IQ EVALUATES: 
It’s not only this kitchen that exudes happiness – it’s the price, too!



CLASSIQCLASSIQ

A classic pattern of oak wood with the classic and eternally attractive milled line; in other words, classic 

in the kitchen. However, the technology used with a hint of embossment is modern and encourages 

indulgent touch.  

IQ OBSERVES: 
An attractive kitchen design at an unusually attractive price!



LIMETIQONY / COLORAMA LIMET

Green and white belong together like a white house to a green garden. This clean and fresh 

combination will fi ll your day with natural beauty.



OCEANIQONY / COLORAMA OCEAN

A combination of white and blue is characteristic of traditional Greek architecture. Why not try bringing

a bit of refreshing seaside atmosphere into your kitchen?



MANGOIQONY / COLORAMA MANGO

Our bright yellow bustles with invigorating energy, just like the pulp of a ripe, freshly cut mango full of 

mouthwatering juice. 



1 2 3

Measurement

Measure the space for your future kitchen using the following instructions and visit 

our sales specialists,who will create with you a free design in a 3D programme exactly 

according to your layout. 

In case of your interest, the space for the new kitchen will be measured by our experts.

1. measure the height and width of walls

2. measure the height, width and placement

of doors and windows

3. measure the height, width and depth

of heating units and other installations

Modules

An extensive modular system of our kitchen furniture will adjust to any space and layout. Moreover, it can 

be supplemented with various atypical elements according to your personal requirements.

The following overview can help you gain an idea how to build your kitchen from Dolti module. Our 

specially trained sales specialists will prepare for you a complete 3D design of your kitchen based on 

the current ergonomic and culinary trends, including price calculation; all this free of charge.

The height of the base cabinets is provided here including the standard 10-centimetre legs and 

without a worktop. However, the height of the legs and the thickness of the worktop can be chosen from 

our wide selection so that your kitchen is good to work in.

Dolti enables independent choice of the design of the frame and doors according to personal 

taste. Even at the lowest price, with Dolti kitchens you are obtaining a product of a high quality and user 

value with doors 18 mm and 19 mm thick and cabinets containing top-level fittings of prominent world 

manufacturers Blum, Hettich and Grass, leaders in the field of furniture mechanics.



Z1-40-72
(400 x 325 x 720)

Z1-15-72
(150 x 325 x 720)

Z1-30-72
(300 x 325 x 720)

Z1-50-72
(500 x 325 x 720)

Z1-60-72
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z1-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z1-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Z1-45-72
(450 x 325 x 720)

Z7-30-72
(300 x 325 x 720)

Z4B-90BD
(900 x 325 x 360)

Z4B-50BD
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z4B-60BD
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z4B-80BD
(800 x 325 x 360)

A1-15
(150 x 500 x 820)

A1-50
(500 x 500 x 820)

A6K-30
(300 x 565 x 820)

A6-30
(300 x 565 x 820)

A1-30
(300 x 500 x 820)

A1-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1-40
(400 x 500 x 820)

A1-80
(800 x 500 x 820)

A1-45
(450 x 500 x 820)

A1-90
(900 x 500 x 820)

A1-15-cargo
(150 x 500 x 820)

A1-45-cargo
(450 x 500 x 820)

A1-30-cargo
(300 x 500 x 820)

A1-60-cargo
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1-40-cargo
(400 x 500 x 820)

A6DK-30
(300 x 565 x 820)

A1D-45 L/P
(450 x 500 x 820)

A11-80
(800 x 500 x 820)

A1D-50 L/P
(500 x 500 x 820)

A11-90
(900 x 500 x 820)

A1D-30 L/P
(300 x 500 x 820)

A1D-60 L/P
(600 x 500 x 820)

A11K-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1D-40 L/P
(400 x 500 x 820)

A11-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1D-15 L/P
(150 x 500 x 820)

washing machine 
574x596
(574 x 596)

washing machine 
714x446
(714 x 446)

washing machine 
574x446
(574 x 446)

washing machine 
714x596
(714 x 596)

A4M-40
(400 x 500 x 820)

A4Q-30
(300 x 500 x 820)

A3M-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A4Q-40
(400 x 500 x 820)

A3Q-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A2Q-60
(600 x 500 x 820)

A3M-50
(500 x 500 x 820)

A3M-90
(900 x 500 x 820)

A2Q-80
(800 x 500 x 820)

A3Q-50
(500 x 500 x 820)

A3Q-90
(900 x 500 x 820)

A3Q-90
(900 x 500 x 820)

A13-90 L/P
(1050 x 650 x 820)

A12 BIN L/P
(905 x 905 x 820)

A13-90 BIN L/P
(1050 x 650 x 820)

A12 L/P
(905 x 905 x 820)

A1M-30 L/P
(300 x 500 x 820)

A1M-60 L/P
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1Q-30 L/P
(300 x 500 x 820)

A1Q-60 L/P
(600 x 500 x 820)

A1M-45 L/P
(450 x 500 x 820)

A1Q-45 L/P
(450 x 500 x 820)

A12R-90 L/P
(905 x 905 x 820)

A5D-60 L/P
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5D-40 L/P
(400 x 565 x 1540)

A5TQ-60 L/P
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5A-60
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5MT-60 L/P
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5AQ-60
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5MTQ-60 L/P
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5T-60 L/P
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5D-60 pull-out
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A14-40-207 pull-out
(400 x 565 x 2070)

A14-60-207 pull-out
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14RU-60-207 L/P
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14RT-60-207 L/P
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14-40-207 L/P
(400 x 565 x 2070)

A14RMT-60-207 L/P
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14-60-207 L/P
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14-60-207BD
(600 x 565 x 2070)

A14-40-207BD
(400 x 565 x 2070)

A5D-60BD
(600 x 565 x 1540)

A5D-40BD
(400 x 565 x 1540)

Open base cabinets Base cabinets with all-metal pull-out system

Base cabinets with doors Doors for the dishwasher, washing machine
and built-under fridge

Base cabinets with doors and one drawer

Drawer modules are fitted either with Tandem runners with soft closing or Metabox, 
both by the Austrian manufacturer Blum.

Corner base cabinets

Base cabinets with drawers 

Drawer modules are fitted either with Tandem runners with soft closing or Metabox, both by the Austrian manufacturer Blum.

The height of the base cabinets is provided here including the standard 10-centimetre legs and without a worktop. However, the height of the legs and the thickness of the worktop can be chosen from our wide selection so that your kitchen is good to work in. 

High cabinets with all-metal
pull-out system
Height 1540 mm Height 2070 mm

High cabinets 1540 mm high
Drawer modules are fitted either with Tandem runners with soft closing or Metabox,
both by the Austrian manufacturer Blum

High cabinets 2070 mm high

Open upper cabinets 720 mm high

Open high cabinets

Height 1540 mm Height 2070 mm

Open upper cabinets 360 mm high



Z2HS-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Z2ALUHS-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Hinged upper cabinets 720 mm high with doors

Z2HS-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z2ALUHS-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z2-60-58 L/P
(600 x 325 x 580)

Upper cabinets 
580 mm high

Z1-60-58
(600 x 325 x 580)

R-1212BD
(600 x 325 x 1212)

Worktop mounted cabinets

R-1212
(600 x 325 x 1212)

A1-15
(150 x 500 x 820)

A1-30
(300 x 500 x 820)

Z1B-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

K60
(600 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

K90
(900 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z1-15-72
(150 x 325 x 720)

Z1-60-58
(600 x 325 x 580)

K120
(1200 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z1-30-72
(300 x 325 x 720)

A1-15
(150 x 500 x 820)

Z1B-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

K60
(600 x 325 x 38)

A1-30
(300 x 500 x 820)

Z1B-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

K90
(900 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z1-15-72
(150 x 325 x 720)

Z1-60-58
(600 x 325 x 580)

K120
(1200 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z1-30-72
(300 x 325 x 720)

A1-15
(150 x 500 x 820)

Z1B-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

K60
(600 x 325 x 38)

A1-30
(300 x 500 x 820)

Z1B-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

K90
(900 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z1-15-72
(150 x 325 x 720)

Z1-60-58
(600 x 325 x 580)

K120
(1200 x 325 x 38)

Z1B-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z1-30-72
(300 x 325 x 720)

K60
(600 x 325 x 38)

K90
(900 x 325 x 38)

K120
(1200 x 325 x 38)

Linear components

Z4B-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z4B-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z4BV-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z4BV-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z4BV-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

Z4BV-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

Z3S-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Z2S-60-72 L/P
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z3S-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z2S-45-72 L/P
(450 x 325 x 720)

Z2S-40-72 L/P
(400 x 325 x 720)

Frame in the colour of the kitchen

Z4BVS-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

Z4BVS-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

Z4BVS-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Frame in the kitchen colour with Blum 
Aventos HK-S fitting

Z4BS-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Frame in the kitchen colour 
with Blum Aventos XS fitting

Z4BVALU-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z4BALU-60
(600 x 325 x 360)

Z4BVALU-80
(800 x 325 x 360)

Z4BVALU-90
(900 x 325 x 360)

Z4BVALU-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z4BALU-50
(500 x 325 x 360)

Z3ALU-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Z3-ALU-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z2ALU-60-72 L/P
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z2ALU-40-72 L/P
(400 x 325 x 720)

Z2ALU-45-72 L/P
(450 x 325 x 720)

Glazed upper cabinets with aluminium frame of 720 mm height 

Aluminium frame with Blum 
Aventos XS fitting

Glazed upper cabinets with aluminium frame of 360 mm height

Aluminium frame with Blum Aventos HK-S fitting

Z12-60-72 L/P
(600 x 600 x 720)

Z12-65-72 L/P
(650 x 650 x 720)

Z4BM-60
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z4AM-60
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z2-15-72 L/P
(150 x 325 x 720)

Z3-60-72
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z2-30-72 L/P 
(300 x 325 x 720)

Z2-60-72 L/P
(600 x 325 x 720)

Z2-40-72 L/P
(400 x 325 x 720)

Z3-80-72
(800 x 325 x 720)

Z2-45-72 L/P
(450 x 325 x 720)

Z3-90-72
(900 x 325 x 720)

Z2-50-72 L/P
(500 x 325 x 720)

Blum Aventos HK-S fitting  Blum Aventos XS fitting  

    Only for models Classiq, Picniq, Romantiqa, Hiqory

Glazed upper flap cabinets of 360 mm heightGlazed upper cabinets 720 mm high

Upper cabinets 720 mm high with doors

Hinged upper cabinets 360 mm high with doors

Blum Aventos HK-S fitting  Blum Aventos XS fitting  

Modules COLORAMA LIMET

Modules COLORAMA OCEAN

Modules COLORAMA MANGO



www.bhmkitchens.ie

In Partnership
With




